IT TAKES A LOT OF JOBS TO...
CREATE A VIDEO GAME

PRODUCER  DESIGNER  CHANNEL MARKETING SPECIALIST
RENDERING TECHNICAL DIRECTOR  HEAD OF LOCALIZATION
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR  ENVIRONMENT ARTIST  ANIMATOR
GAME PROGRAMMER  CURRICULUM & ASSESSMENT DESIGNER
COMPANY PRESIDENT  SECRETARY  MECHANICAL ENGINEER
SALES REPRESENTATIVE  PLATFORM SERVICE ENGINEER
MOBILE GAME SYSTEMS DESIGNER  CREATIVE ART WORKER
AUDIO ENGINEER  ARTIST  PUBLIC RELATIONS SPECIALIST
CAST MEMBER  REGIONAL SALES MANAGER  SALES ANALYST
LEVEL EDITOR  MANUAL WRITER  SOCIAL MEDIA SPECIALIST
PRODUCT MANAGER  CINEMATIC ARTIST  TECHNICAL OFFICER
TRADE MARKETING  WRITER  LYRICIST  INTERACTIVE EDITOR
ANALYTICS & INSIGHTS MANAGER  OPERATIONS ANALYST
OPERATIONS DIRECTOR  PRODUCT ACQUISITION DIRECTOR
COMMUNITY MANAGER  GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS MANAGER
SECRETARY  EXECUTIVE OFFICER  PUBLISHING SPECIALIST
MARKETING COORDINATOR  PRODUCTION DIRECTOR
GAME DIRECTOR  SENIOR ARTIST  GENERALIST PROGRAMMER
TECHNICAL ARTIST  AUDIO DIRECTOR  SOFTWARE ENGINEER
LOCALIZATION MANAGER  STUDIO DIRECTOR  FOLEY ARTIST
TRANSLATOR  CONCEPT ARTIST  MASTERING MANAGER
CHARACTER ARTIST  CASTING DIRECTOR  MUSIC COMPOSER
SOUND DESIGNER  QUALITY ASSURANCE ARTIST  LYRICIST
INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS DESIGNER  GAME DATA ANALYST
SALES ANALYST  REPRESENTATIVE OF BUSINESS AFFAIRS
FINANCIAL ANALYST  CINEMATIC ARTIST  MANUAL WRITER
PRODUCTION & CREATIVE MANAGER  NARRATIVE DESIGNER
SYSTEMS ADMINISTRATOR  CONTENT MARKETING SPECIALIST
AUDIO PROGRAMMER  CREATOR  QUALITY ASSURANCE TESTER
NARRATIVE COPYWRITER  PRODUCT MANAGER  DISTRIBUTOR
BRAND MARKETING  LYRICIST  DEPUTY GENERAL COUNSEL
PROGRAMMER  QUALITY ASSURANCE PROJECT MANAGER
ADVANCED SOFTWARE ENGINEER  POET  CREATIVE WRITER

EXPLORE THE POSSIBILITIES
EXPLORE YOUR FUTURE

DISCOVER UWA.ORG